
 

                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

    
     

 
   

   
    

  
    

    

 

SEPTEMBER 6TH BEREAVEMENT LITURGY 
SEPTEMBER 18TH COFFEE CLUB 
SEPTEMBER 20TH GAME NIGHT 
SEPTEMBER 27TH BREAKFAST CLUB 
OCTOBER 11TH BREAKFAST CLUB 
OCTOBER 16TH COFFEE CLUB 
NOVEMBER 1ST ALL SOULS DAY MASS 
NOVEMBER 8TH BREAKFAST CLUB 
NOVEMBER 20TH COFFEE CLUB 
NOVEMBER 22ND MOVIE NIGHT 
DECEMBER 6TH BEREAVEMENT LITURGY 
DECEMBER 18TH COFFEE CLUB 
DECEMBER 20TH BEREAVEMENT MINISTRY 
   CHRISTMAS PARTY 

 

THE SHEPHERDS OF COMPASSION 
The Bereavement Ministry at Saint Germaine is in need of volunteers to assist us in our Service to our Parish.  

Please, donate a small portion of your personal time to GOD and to assist us in helping our fellow Parishioners in their time of need.  

Prayer Team 
A volunteer agrees to pray for those who have died and their families. As a Prayer Team volunteer you will be notified of deaths in our 
Parish and can offer prayers of your own choosing on your own schedule, wherever you choose. It is not necessary to attend any  
Meetings. We only require that you have a valid E-mail Address or have access to one. 

Adopt a grieving person 
Volunteers are needed to call a grieving person on a regular basis just to see how they are doing.  This is not for counselling purposes 
but just to let them know that we care. Please contact Chris Antall to if interested. 

Invitation Callers 
We need callers to invite the bereaved to events here at the Parish. Events include our Movie Night, Game Night, Christmas Party, Ado-
ration Liturgy, and the Breakfast Club. 

Event Planners 
We also need help planning and setting up our bereavement events, especially our Game Night, Movie Night, and Christmas Party. 
Responsibilities involve purchasing food, setting the environment, welcoming guests, and clean-up. We have about 8-10 events each 
year and each event lasts approximately two hours. Please, volunteer for as many events as you would like. We always need a helping 
hand. 

Contacts 
Deacon Wayland Moncrief   (928) 227-0798    wmoncrief@parishdeacon.com 
Chris Antall     (928)717-4971    cantall@parishdeacon.com 
Carol Chappel     (928)759-3637    cjchap@msn.com 
Sue Schuetze     (928)759-0754    susanaz06@gmail.com 
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WILL I EVER GET OVER THIS LOSS? 
 

Grieving over the loss of a loved one can feel interminable. As the days of sorrow persist, we begin to wonder: 
Will I ever get over this loss? How long will my grief last? Will my misery ever end? We cannot foresee an end 
to this painful journey we are on. We may wish our discomfort would just disappear. We tire of the complex mix 
of feelings that grief entails -- sadness, regret, guilt, anger, disappointment and longing. We hate being so un-
comfortable, so much of the time. We may feel imprisoned by our feelings, unable to break free.  

On the other hand, we appreciate that our intense emotions express how much we loved the one we've lost. 
Each tear, each moment of regret can remind us not just of our pain but also of our love. Because our unhap-
piness symbolizes our love, we may feel conflicted about finishing our grief. I always remind clients that our 
love, not our grief, is our best testimonial to our dead. How long should grief take? Grief takes as long as it 
takes - - a week, a month, a year or more depending on whom we have lost and how this death impacts us. 
We must allow our strong feelings; feel them, in order to move through them and move beyond them. 

We might like to skip grief, but we cannot. Even when we can temporarily deny our pain, it still exists. It may 
eventually erupt, maybe at an inappropriate moment or during another upset or illness. We may just want the 
pain to be over with – right now! We may feel desperate to stop hurting and get on with life. Just as we hurry 
through life, we may be driven to get over our grief as quickly as possible. People in our culture want every-
thing to be quick and easy. We may not savor feelings any more than we savor scenery or life experiences. 
We may want to rush ourselves through our pain, thinking we should just get over it. 

What does it mean to get over grief? It means not being in pain over our loss forever. We tend to think discom-
forts are permanent, and good feelings are only temporary. Pain can be temporary too. We don’t forget or stop 
loving the person we loved, but we don’t always have to grieve. We can love and remember without pain. Ulti-
mately, grief does subside. It is important to trust that grief is a process that is time-limited, not forever. Too 
often we hear the awful message that we never stop grieving, never get over loss. This is not true!  But, if we 
believe that we will never recover from a loss, that idea can become an unfortunate self-fulfilling prophesy. 
When we believe we can recover, we do. If we believe we will suffer for always, sometimes we make that true. 
If we have no tools for overcoming sorrow, and if the world tries to stifle our grief, grief persists longer. We 
must seek help, if we cannot seem to overcome our pain. After my brother died when I was seventeen, I 
blieved I’d grieve forever. For fourteen years after his death I kept sorrow alive by believing it was endless. I 
didn’t know how to stop my grief. Finally, a good therapist helped me fully express my uncomfortable feelings -- 
like my anger at his death -- and I was I able to stop grieving. Only then could I remember David without pain. 

Grief that persists for years harms us and limits our lives. It keeps us living in the past instead of the present.  t 
keeps us from loving the people who are still alive. Because I mourned for so long, I was stunted by my grief—
afraid to love, afraid to trust, afraid to commit, afraid to have children I might lose. If I had help to move through 
my grief more quickly -- perhaps months instead of years -- I might have taken more risks in life. 

Part of what blocked my healing was the faulty belief that I needed to grieve forever to represent how much I 
loved my brother. Grief is a lousy testimonial to dead people. Our best testimonial is to live a great life in their 
honor. No matter how much we may hurt today, we must remember that grief is temporary. Mourning does not 
have to last forever. We can finish crying and expressing all our many feelings around this loss. We can find in 
ourselves the courage to recover and heal. We can begin to live fully and love again. Remember that our heal-
ing is both a gift to ourselves and a way to honor our dead. 

About the Author: Judy Tatelbaum, MSW, is a psychotherapist, professional speaker, educator, and author of books, “THE 
COURAGE TO GRIEVE” and “YOU DON’T HAVE TO SUFFER”, both published by HarperCollins, Inc. For information on her 
lectures, books, and tapes, write P.O. Box 22277, Carmel , California 93922,  call 1 (800) 4 COURAGE or e-mail her at: 
www.judytatelbaum.com  

 


